
Continued changes in regulations related to disbursements have driven an evolution of the distribution alternatives 
offered to our clients. These regulations have increased the markets focus on issues of risk and liability. 

 • Increase efficiency in administration of gifts?

 • Aggregate payments for simpler management?

 • Simplify your tax receipt process?

 • Find a partner focused on changing risks?

 • Secure money transfer practices?

Plus any enhanced measures are intended to 
comply with evolving Know Your Customer 
(KYC) guidelines and new regulations issued by 
the U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and ensure sound 
money transfer practices.

Through third-party partnerships, CyberGrants 
Disbursement Solutions provides advantages to all 
who touch the giving process. 

CyberGrants Fiscal Management & Disbursement 
Models are Built on Security, Efficiency, and 
Compliance to Fit the Needs of Your Philanthropy 
Programs, Today and Tomorrow. Our banking partners are increasingly focused on 

managing the changing risks associated with financial 
crimes and we are all determined to strengthen our 
Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Economic Sanctions and 
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) program requirements. 
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CyberGrants Disbursement Solutions 
Connecting the World’s Givers to Those 
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Advantages for Donors

Advantages for Nonprofit Organizations

 • Full and instant tax deductibility at the time of donation or deduction* – Receive tax efficiency at the  
 time of donation or deduction when donating to an eligible 501c3 organization. *When applicable.

 • Single and unified tax receipt – Stop chasing down nonprofits for receipts and eliminate the need to  
 follow up that your donation was distributed. With CGDS, you have access to complete history of your  
 donations within one system.

 • Wide-range of causes to support  – Through CGDS, donors can support the causes they care about  
 most and choose from millions of nonprofit organizations working in their communities and around    
 the world.

 • Quicker and more efficient payments to NPOs  – Using aggregated disbursements, CGDS delivers  
 donations to nonprofit organizations more quickly and effectively than ever before.

 • Financial Oversight  – CGDS provides end-to-end visibility between donation and fulfillment for a  
 totally transparent and seamless giving process.

 • Consolidation of payments – Nonprofits traditionally prefer their payments aggregated, which   
 provides efficiency and lowers their banking costs, putting more money in their pockets overall. 

 • Reduced administration costs – Providing tax receipts to donors uses precious nonprofit time and  
 money that can be completely eliminated for eligible donations.

 • Less time fundraising, more time impacting – By reducing the administration required to deposit funds  
 and provide tax receipts, organizations can spend more time living their mission and less time worrying  
 about how to do so.

 • Economy of scale – The reduction of administration costs coupled with the overall scale that this  
 model can offer in regards to the costs of running a corporate employee program, ensures that NPOs  
 are prepared for your program’s growth and greater success.  

 • Visibility to gifting corporations and donors – Providing visibility to who is supporting them is key to a  
 nonprofit  organization’s ability to gain the best possible view of how effective they are attracting supporters.
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Learn more about how CyberGrants Disbursements 
Solutions is changing the way companies and 
nonprofits exchange good: 

Talk to your Account Management team today!
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Advantages for Corporations

 • A full range of services – Our comprehensive service includes charitable vetting, anti-terror and – 
 fraud watchlist screening, customer support, and distribution, all in one, easily budgetable platform.

 • Ability to offer one-stop shopping for your employees with full tax efficiency for eligible organizations  
 – The flexibility of this model provides companies and users with a truly comprehensive set of options  
 and features that helps them better meet their CSR goals and provide a flawless experience for       
 their employees.

 • Protection – The third-party aspect of this model gives your company world-class protection from  
 Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-terror funding regulations. This mitigates your liability    
 as CyberGrants and its partners becomes the ultimate transmitter of donated funds to recipient  
 organizations and to protect the funds we steward CyberGrants has built a screening and monitoring  
 process that is second to none.

 • Growing your program without growing your cost – Our fixed fee structure eliminates the variability in  
 the cost of running your program. This way you can concentrate on making your program as successful  
 as possible without worrying about your budget.

 • Transparency without attribution – Working with CyberGrants will provide you full end-to-end   
 transparency of your funds while offsetting your liability.  As the steward of your matching   
 and employee donated funds, our services offer your gifts full protection against bankruptcy or any  
 other issues that could interfere with their delivery to their intended recipient organizations. Through  
 the protection of our middle-layer you can rest easy knowing that your funds are secure against         
 any disruption.

 • Ability to add new NPOs quickly and safely – Working with CyberGrants makes it faster and easier to  
 vet and add new NPOs to your program versus many common client-led practices and systems,   
 ultimately increasing your choice, while decreasing your liability.


